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important aspect that must be taken into account is the
individual habits that change over time. Resident’s visual
comfort level must be considered as well. Therefore, a
lighting system has to be flexible and dynamic: it has to be
able to respond to a changing and diverse environment.
Some provided solutions are based on a new training
process that must be undertaken every time the resident
confirms his wishes for a change [6]. To make a decision
after the resident was questioned is not the best solution for
two reasons. First of all, the resident himself cannot always
identify his own behavioural habits because sometimes
habits change slowly, inconsistently or separately for each
specific situation. Besides, recognition of habits is one of the
intelligent control areas that is under intensive investigations
[7]. Secondly, an intelligent and unobtrusive lighting control
system should be able to adapt and make right decisions in a
changing environment without having to make constant
requests to approve resident’s behavior. To meet all these
objectives, methods that are capable to learn and make
correct decisions quickly should be developed.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have a high potential
in terms of creating intelligent systems. The usage of ANNs
provide expected functionality for intelligent systems
through the learning, adaptation or prediction capabilities. In
the context of a smart home, ANNs are mostly used for
image recognition and classification, e.g., human face [8],
posture [9], or even emotion [10]. ANNs are also applied in
environmental control systems [11], [12] that include
lighting systems, ensure efficient energy consumption and
users satisfaction [13], [14]. Depending on the problem,
different methods of ANNs’ adaptation can be used. Some
researchers aim to control lighting systems by learning
statistical data, others try to predict its tendencies. Prediction
algorithms for human behaviour do not always provide
expected accuracy [15]–[17]. For real-time applications,
ANNs are capable of solving problems based on on-line
learning strategies by adaption or network retraining when
new data is received [18], [19]. To solve this issue, many
researchers have proposed various methods for ANN on-line
learning optimization [20], [21].
The aim of this paper is to present an intelligent lighting
control method that operates according to resident’s
behavioural patterns and to investigate the artificial neural
network learning capabilities in various environmental
conditions. In the experimental study, several scenarios,
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from the behavior of the resident is
essential in order to adapt the lightning system and to provide
intelligent lighting control based on behavior patterns.
Different homes have different conditions and habits which
have to be taken into account for the intelligent system to be
useful. However, with passage of time even deeply ingrained
habits are subject to change. Therefore, a truly intelligent
system has to respond to the changing and diverse
environment. An intelligent lighting control system that
employs artificial neural networks for on-line learning and
adaptation and is based on resident’s behavioural patterns is
presented in this paper. In order to manage problems related
to constant increase of data and dynamic environments, a
group of algorithms have been improved by implementing a
similarity threshold based data replacement algorithm that has
been experimentally tested and compared with alternative
algorithms.
Index Terms—artificial neural network, behavioural
pattern, lighting control, resilient backpropagation, on-line
learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many different ideas and approaches have
been proposed for the development of smart homes.
Research on intelligent lighting control has become very
important in this field. Most of academic or commercial
systems aim to modernize lighting control by focusing on
minimization of energy consumption [1], [2]. Therefore,
major attention is paid to energy-efficient lighting systems
that are able to estimate a sufficient illumination level and
control lighting sources based on different features. A strong
motivation for such systems emerged from business area
where illumination constitutes a large portion of energy
consumption costs. In general, such control systems aim to
maintain the balance between energy saving and users’
visual and/or psychological comfort provision [3]–[5].
However, for residential homes individual comfort plays a
more important role than energy costs. Smart home systems
that are able to meet the goals for comfort and efficiency
could improve the quality of living, particularly for older
people or people with disabilities. It is obvious that a truly
intelligent and user-friendly lighting system should control
illumination according to the behavioural patterns formed by
lighting adjustments made by the residents. Another
Manuscript received on November 26, 2014; accepted on January 25,
2015.
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including constant and changing resident’s habits, were
created and tested using different ANN data replacement
algorithms. An algorithm based on data similarity threshold
is proposed in this paper. The algorithm was created in order
to produce decisions for a more accurate and adaptive
lighting control.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Back-propagation neural network (BPNN) is the most
popular technique for supervised learning of a neural
network [22]. The iRprop+ algorithm with improved
weight- Resilient backtracking scheme is the fastest
algorithm of all Rprop modifications. However, network
training becomes more challenging when data is collected
constantly and the neural network must engage in adaptive
learning in an on-line mode. The network has to work in this
mode in order to provide intelligent lighting control for
residential buildings. On-line learning means that data is
received and collected constantly for further network
learning. Sample data sets are stored in a database. This
causes a continual increase of data in storage. To maintain
quick and accurate learning, some optimization methods or
incremental learning techniques [20] could be applied to
avoid the rapid growth of the data sets. Several theories have
been proposed to validate the learning optimization decision
methods created to find the best network solutions and
eliminate low-quality solutions [21]. Because of the
complexity of algorithms, achieving high accuracy results is
time consuming and may not be suitable for solving the
problem investigated in this paper. To improve learning
process efficiency and to avoid unlimited increase of data
sets, limitations on data storage may be useful. The decision
is to use a finite space for data storage, i.e. to define a
natural number F, and set a constraint on the size of data
storage, i  1,2,..., F . If the data array ei  is full and a new

Fig. 1. Decision-making scheme for intelligent lighting control

A decision-making scheme for light control is depicted in
Fig. 1. Firstly, data is collected into the storage. When
evaluating the algorithm, not only its accuracy, but also
execution time and data storage capacity is critical.
Therefore, two types of events that influence system
decisions are excluded. Learning events – actions of the
resident related to lighting adjustments. These data entries
denote what settings of luminaires are made under what
conditions. Learning events are received from a resident in
two cases: the system is in initial learning state (data storage
is not full); the resident sends his feedback to the system
because system’s decision does not meet his wishes. In both
instances it provokes a retraining process for updating
decisions. Each control action is carried out whenever a
resident invokes a basic event, which indicates that some
actions must take place in order to change current lighting
control settings. Basic event occurs when the conditions of
the environment are changed (resident’s location, ambient
lighting or time).

data entry enew  eF 1 arrives, one of the data entries ei can
be selected and replaced with the new one according to
predefined rules. The old entry can be selected and replaced
by the ANN that has the smallest learning error (SLE
algorithm), or the old entries can be replaced randomly (RD
algorithm). However, inappropriate data replacement can
increase inaccuracy of the network if resident’s habits of
lighting control change over time. This decision is even
more complex when those habits change drastically. For
example, a resident is standing at the same position and the
settings of a certain luminaire change from Off to On. Each
resident wants that the intelligent system to be able to adapt
quickly to his changing habits. However, it should be taken
into account that some of the actions may be accidental and
those changes are temporary. If the resident is strongly
convinced that the changes he made are significant and the
system must react immediately, it is possible to replace all
conflicting data and to get decisions that are strongly
influenced by the last actions. Replacing data one by one
allows the network to adapt gradually and leads to less
rigorous decision-making. However, if the old data entries
are replaced with the new ones randomly or by the smallest
error, it may be necessary to go over many replacement and
retraining iterations until a proper decision is made.

III. ANN-BASED LIGHTING CONTROL DECISION
In the lighting control system we propose, separate neural
networks for each luminaire are created and trained using
the data collected from the observations of the resident’s
behaviour. The pseudo code of a lighting decision made by
implementing a trained neural network is presented in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: control decision using trained ANN
Input: Data entry enew  enew , enew corresponding to a
i

o

changed situation in the environment.
begin

 

i
;
r : runANN enew

if enew  r  0 then
o

set luminaire according to r ;
endif
end
Output: new state of luminaire r .

Algorithm 1 uses a new data entry enew that contains data
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on the situation in the controlled environment after a basic
event took place. Each data entry enew consists of two

with another question - how to determine the difference
between outputs? Everything is clear when we have
luminaires with On/Off control. But if luminaires are with
dimmers, specific deviation limits that describe possible
variations for each lighting level should be specified. For
example, outputs of dimmable luminaires are distinct if the
difference between their brightness is more than a
predefined threshold value Oth . By analogy, similarity of
inputs can be defined by using a threshold value Ith
between components of particular inputs. For example, if
the coordinates of the resident in two data entries ei and

i
components: input enew
− current values of all the sensors,
o
coordinates of the resident, etc.; and output enew
− current
state of the controlled luminaire. The corresponding ANN is
i
executed using the values from enew
as inputs. The results
that provide new lighting parameters predicted by ANN are
assigned to the variable r . If the predicted lighting settings
differ from the current situation r ), then the controlled
luminaire is set to new settings that correspond to r.
After the lighting is set, two possible actions can take
place: the resident accepts the decision – he/she leaves
everything as it is; the resident disagrees with the decision –
he/she generates a learning event and sends his/her feedback
indicating his/her requests. In the latter case, the system
must respond. If data storage is not full, the new data entry
enew is added into the data set associated with a particular

enew differ less than Ith , then these two inputs are
considered as similar. If there are no similar data entries to
the new entry enew , the data set remains the same. In such
case, a second replacement algorithm should be executed.
The replacement can be carried out randomly or by taking
an entry with the smallest ANN learning error. Our
experiments proved that the smallest learning error (SLE)
algorithm is more accurate than the random algorithm (RD).
Therefore, SLE algorithm is chosen for data selection and
replacement in the proposed algorithm. The pseudo code of
TB is presented as Algorithm 3.

ANN. In another case, a particular old entry ei is replaced
with the new one enew . So the neural network is retrained
due to an incorrect decision. In this stage adjustments are
made according to the values of the weights and biases of
the network. When the next learning event is received, all
actions are repeated. The pseudo code of the online training
algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2, where the index idx
identifies the data entry as the one to be replaced with enew .

Algorithm 3: selection of data for replacement (getIndex)
Input: An array ei  of collected data entries of actions made
by the resident, i  1,2,..., F ;New data entry enew .
begin
sim :=maxfloat;
for i  1,2,..., F

Algorithm 2: on-line ANN training
Input: Data set enew that represents the learning event data;

if ei  enew  Oth then
o

An array ei  of collected data entries from previous actions
made by the resident, i  1,2,..., n .
begin
if n  F then
n : n  1 ;
en  : enew ;
else
idx : getIndex() ;

o

if ei  enew  Ith and ei  enew  sim then
i

i

i

i

j:=i; sim : ei  enew ;
i

endif
endif
end for
if sim=maxfloat then

eidx  : enew ;

i



rmin : e1o  runANN e1i ; j:=1;

endif

for i  2,..., F

trainANN ei  ;



r : runANN eii ;

end
Output: updated ANN structure.

if ei  r  rmin then
o

rmin : eio  r ; j:=i;

A. Algorithm Based on Data Similarity Threshold
Algorithm based on data similarity threshold, named the
TB algorithm, is proposed in this research. To get correct
decisions faster, the similarity rule based selection of old
entries to be replaced with new ones is employed in this
algorithm. The point of such selection is that the new
entry enew , new  F replaces the old entry ei , which is the
most similar according to the input variables but has a
different output. For example, each data entry consists of a
set of inputs (resident’s coordinates, values of sensors, time,
and settings of luminaires) and one output that corresponds
to the preferred settings of the lighting system. A different
output condition allows us to avoid a vicious cycle of the
same entry selection and replacement. Here we are dealing

endif
end for
endif
end
Output: index of entry to replace j

Algorithm 3 finds a data entry in the array ei  with an
output that is different to the output of the new data entry
o
 Oth , but both have
enew based on conditions eio  enew

similar inputs that satisfy

i
eii  enew
 Ith . If such data

entry is not found, then the data entry with minimal ANN
learning error is selected for replacement.
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B. Accuracy Evaluation
Three different algorithms (RD, SLE, TB) used for data
replacement are investigated in this research in order to
evaluate and compare the obtained results. Since ANNs
outputs acquired for the lighting control task have different
formats, it is impossible to compare them directly. Simple
luminaire output is On or Off, while the output for dimmable
luminaire is a positive number. To evaluate the accuracy of
these algorithms used for lighting control, a formal
quantitative measure of accuracy is needed. Ideally, this
measure should not be dependent on particular algorithms.
Proximity and distance measures that are widely applied in
clustering algorithms [23] have been used in this paper with
some adaptations to meet our research objectives.
All data that is used to make a control decision can be

correspond to dimmable luminaire, is defined [23] as

 ijk  d k ( yik , y jk ) 

l

and





a recorded observation of resident’s actions; y*i is the
output vector predicted by ANNs for corresponding values
of input vector x i . If it is presumed that all the data
collected from resident’s actions is absolutely correct, then
the distance D between these vectors y i and y*i ,
calculated using the formula (1), could be used as the
measure of inaccuracy of the lighting control algorithm.
In some cases, distance D has a very clear value. For
example, if only one simple On/Off luminaire is used in a
scenario, then the average distance D=0.05 means that the
prediction algorithm made mistakes in 5% of all the
decisions made.

is

defined [23] as:
D(y i , y j ) 

where

1 m
 d k ( yik , y jk )
m k 1

(1)

d k ( yik , y jk )   ijk indicates the distance of

l

vectors for each step: y i is the i -th output vector, which is

m

y j  y j1 , y j 2 ,, y jm T

(3)

index of observation. Additionally, output vectors y*i ,
i  1,2,...T are calculated in each step using ANNs that
predict resident’s actions using the information obtained
from the input vector x i . In this way, we have two output

y   y1, y2 ,, ym  , y  O , where O is m-dimensional
space of mixed type output components.
Distance
between
two
output
vectors
y i   yi1, yi 2 ,, yim T

,

number of registered observations.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of a lighting control
method by using distance measure, all observation data is
recorded for a certain period of time as a collection of input
and output vector pairs xi , y i , i  1,2,..., T , where i is the

where I n is n-dimensional space of input components of
mixed types (resident’s coordinates, sensor values, settings
of luminaires, time of day, etc.). These components include
all parameters used for decision-making. In other words,
input vector x has the same information as the input part of
a data record e .
All parameters that can be controlled by the lighting
control system are considered as output vector y ,
m

Rk

where Rk is the range of k -th component of output
vectors
over
all
recorded
observations,
Rk  max ylk  min ylk , l  1,2,...,T , where T is the total

defined as an input vector x  x1, x2 ,, xn T , x  I n ,

T

yik  y jk

IV. EXPERIMENTS
BiaSim simulation software for intelligent light control
was created in order to perform our experimental study.
BiaSim is a graphical environment that allows to insert four
types of objects: residents (humans); passive dimensional
objects (e.g., tables); active dimensional objects, such as
luminaires with desirable dimensions, power and control
type, and light sensors. In our experiments, different
scenarios were created to explore the capabilities of ANNbased algorithms for lighting control with both constant and
changing habits of the resident (Fig. 2). A 6.5 m × 4.5 m
room was with two tables T1, T2 ( sized 1 m × 2 m and 1 m
× 1 m), four luminaires L1, L2, L3, L4 and three light
sensors S1, S2, S3 was used for each scenario. Two of these
luminaires L1 and L2 are dimmable, and L3, L4 are simple
On/Off desk and night luminaires respectively. Control of
the luminaires depends only on the habits of resident ID1,
who is the only user in the experimental research. A
scenario titled “Constant” defines unchanging lighting
control habits, while the scenario “Changing” represents a
situation where the resident’s habits change. It is the L3
zone that changed in reference to new resident’s habits near
the T2 table. Fig. 2 depicts the situation when the habits of
the resident have changed near the T2 table. The L3 zone of
the lighting is significantly smaller.

k th

feature of two output vectors y i and y j . All distances  ijk
must satisfy the inequality 0   ijk  1 , then the distance
between two vectors is bounded by 0  D(y i , y j )  1 .
Distances  ijk must be defined for all different types of
output components. In this study, there are two different
types of output objects – dimmable luminaire and a simple
On/Off luminaire.
If k -th object is a simple luminaire, then the
corresponding output vector component is yk  On, Off ,
and the distance  ijk between k -th components of two
output vectors y i and y j , is defined as
0, if yik  y jk
.
(2)
 ijk  d k ( yik , y jk )  
 1, otherwise
For a dimmable luminaire object, the output vector
component is a positive number y k , 0  yk  mlevelk ,

where mlevelk is the maximum brightness level for that
particular dimmable luminaire. Distance  ijk between k -th
components of two output vectors y i and y j , which
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All numeric values are transformed into real numbers from
interval  1, 1 . ANN training by employing sample data
(i.e. when a previously collected data set is used for ANN
training) was performed using the iRprop [22] algorithm.
B. Experiments with Unchanging Habits of the Resident
In order to verify the validity of the proposed algorithm
for lighting control, several experiments were carried out. In
order to evaluate the obtained results, RA, SLE, TBA
algorithms embedded in separate neural networks were
tested and compared in a BiaSim simulation environment. In
the first group of experiments, the analysis was focused on
the lighting control accuracy in the scenario “Constant”,
where resident’s habits do not change over time.
Experiments were performed in the following fashion. A
few sequences of resident’s actions for scenario “Constant”
have been recorded using BiaSim software, which involves
all of resident’s actions according to the rules described in
Table 1, from 21:00 to 00:20. Time after midnight was
chosen in order to check system decisions under night
lighting rules.
All recorded actions were collected, but the amount of
data was several times bigger than the data storage limit
used for ANN training. In other experiments, three different
algorithms were used to limit the amount of stored data to a
predefined level. Lastly, neural networks were trained with a
particular sequence of actions filling up the data storage.
Using the remaining data ANNs were run simultaneously to
provide their control decision for luminaires. In such way, at
each step i ( i  1,2,..., T , where T is the total number of
registered observations or steps) all the required data has
been collected to calculate the distance D between vectors

Fig. 2. Predefined lighting control rules and zones with constant and
changing habits of the resident near table T2.

Statistical data was collected in the beginning stages of
our experiment. Once a sufficient amount was gathered, we
were able to divide the room area into separate lighting
zones based on lighting settings made by the dweller in
different locations of that room. Desirable level of
brightness is captured through the sensors values. Actually,
this is a target output that determines the settings of
luminaires depending on resident’s coordinates, time,
brightness of location area and settings of luminaires of this
area. The aim of this research is to create a more user
friendly rather than energy efficient lighting control system.
The decision for setting luminaires to a desirable level of
brightness is defined by resident’s behaviour patterns only.

y i and y *i by using the formula (1). This distance shows
the accuracy of each algorithm in predicting resident’s
actions at each step in the “Constant” scenario.

TABLE 1. PREDEFINED SETTINGS OF LUMINAIRES IN
EXPERIMENTS.
ID location
Controllable luminaires
L1 zone
L2 zone
L3 zone
L1 (lm), if L4=Off
560-640
280-360
50-150
L2 (lm), if L4=Off
0
250-330
0
L3, if L4=Off
Off
Off
On
Time [ 07:00 24:00]
L4
Off
Off
Off
Time [ 24:01 06:59]
L4
On, if L1=0,L2=0, L3=Off

L1 luminaire
Resident settings

ANN decision

700

Brightness, lm

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0

The lighting zones specified in experiments define
resident’s position and settings of luminaires for preferred
brightness. All three sensors show < 30 lux when all
luminaires are switched Off (i.e., it is almost dark outside).
Predefined settings of luminaires in each zone are provided
in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. TB algorithm for dimmable luminaire L1 with unchanging habits of
the resident
L2 luminaire
Resident settings

ANN decision

400

A. ANN Structure
In order to learn resident's habits, a multilayer (one
hidden layer) artificial neural network for each controlled
luminaire is used in this research. Each ANN has the
following structure: 10 inputs (user’s X and Y coordinates,
values of controllable luminaires L1-L4, values of sensors
S1-S3, and time of day when the recorded event occurred),
one hidden layer with 6 neurons, and one output neuron.
Before ANNs training, collected data have to be normalized.

350

Brightness, lm

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

20
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120

[21:00 23:45]
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180

200

220 Step

[00:05 00:20]

Fig. 4. TB algorithm for dimmable luminaire L2 with unchanging habits of
the resident
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used when applying the TB algorithm because it produces
the smallest average distance D (Fig. 7). Theoretically, if the
threshold value Ith is 0, then TB acts exactly the same as the
SLE algorithm, providing average D = 0.034. Otherwise,
this approach may fail if the threshold value Ith is relatively
high. TB algorithm with Ith  0.025 becomes worst of all
three algorithms with D = 0.055 (when coordinates
Ith  0.025 correspond to ~30 cm, and to ~22 lux in case of
light sensors).
Other experimental results have shown that the RA
algorithm performed worst: the obtained average distance
was D = 0.050. However, distance D when applying the RA
algorithm may be significantly different, varying from 0.087
to 0.033) over the series of tests performed. It also depends
on which data entries have been taken for replacement.

L3 luminaire
Resident settings

ANN decision

State

ON

OFF

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

220
Step

[00:05 00:20]

[21:00 23:45]

Fig. 5. TB algorithm for simple luminaire L3 with unchanging habits of the
resident
L4 luminaire
Resident settings

ANN decision

ON

State

C. Experiments with Changing Habits of the Resident
To explore aforementioned lighting control algorithms in
situations when resident’s habits change over time, another
series of experiments were carried out. In BiaSim
environment, scenario “Changing” was recorded, and it
involves several sequences of resident’s actions, including
changing habits. The aim of these experiments is to find out
how quickly ANNs can adapt to the new habits of the
resident. Additionally, evaluation was carried out of how
data replacement relate to the change of resident’s habits
and how that influences the decisions made at the zones
where lighting settings remain the same (in this scenario, the
habits of the resident near the table T1 are unchanged).
A series of experiments were performed using the
following pattern. Two sequences of resident’s control
actions were recorded. The first part of actions that indicate
a change in resident’s habits were recorded  resident is
walking near the table T2 but he does so in the L1 zone
(Fig. 2). In the second part, the same unchanged actions
were recorded (e.g., the resident is walking near the table
T2, but only in L3 zone). In such way, we can evaluate how
quickly ANNs adapt to changes, and how accurately they
are able to produce a decision in an unchanged situation
after the last adaptation. The same data sample and trained
ANNs were used for all three algorithms. Training was
performed with data representing unchanged habits of the
resident.
Experimental results are presented below in
Fig. 8−Fig. 10. Recorded scenario with 130 resident’s
control actions (i.e. T=130) under day lighting rules was
analysed. Whereas all actions were performed until 24:00,
the results of L4 luminaire were not included in this
scenario. The first 70 actions (steps) correspond to the
changed habits of the resident near the table T2 in L1 zone
(Fig. 2). The remaining 60 actions were performed near the
table T1 or in the middle of the room, where habits remained
the same. The amount limit for data (F) was 66 in this
experiment, so only about a half of the whole data set could
be used to train ANNs. Output threshold value Oth used for
this experiment corresponds to the change in output by 10%
if luminaire is dimmable, and a different state (On/Off) if the
luminaire is simple. An additional test was performed to
select the most suitable input threshold Ith. Value Ith=0.02
provides the smallest distance D=0.038, which corresponds
to the average change of coordinates by 26 cm, and to the

OFF
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140
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220

Step

[00:05 00:20]

[21:00 23:45]

Fig. 6. TB algorithm for simple luminaire L4 with unchanging habits of the
resident

The experimental results of the proposed TB algorithm
for dimmable luminaires L1, L2, and simple luminaires L3,
L4 are presented in Fig. 3−Fig. 6. Output and input threshold
values are defined for data replacement. In the case of
dimmable luminaires, threshold value Oth corresponds to
the change of output by 10%. A threshold value for inputs
Ith=0.0125 corresponds to the average change of resident’s
coordinates by 13 cm and to the average change of light
sensor values by 10 lux. The data amount limit F was 66.
The dotted lines represent resident’s setting of luminaires
and the solid line represents the results obtained from
ANNs’ control of respective luminaires. Average distance D
of all luminaires in this case is 0.035. For both simple
luminaires L3 and L4, the proposed algorithm TB produced
results with the distance value D=0, meaning that a 100%
accuracy is achieved (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). For dimmable
luminaires L1 and L2, distance value D is 0.078 and 0.027,
respectively.
mean of RD

mean of SLE

TB

0.08

Average Distance value

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

0.03

0.035

Threshold value I th

Fig. 7. Influence of Ith value on the accuracy of the TB algorithm with
stable habits of the resident.

As has been noted earlier, the proposed TB algorithm is
based on threshold values, hence the selection of these
values plays an important role here. Experimental results
have shown that the threshold value Ith = 0.005 should be
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average change of 18 lx of light sensors (if a data entry
differs less than 18 lx, it is considered similar and thus suitable for replacement).

L2 luminaire
Resident settings

ANN decision

420
350

Resident settings

Brightness, lm
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ANN decision
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Fig. 9. Lighting control using algorithms a) RD, b) SLE and c) TB for
dimmable luminaire L2.
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The experimental study for lighting control showed that
SLE algorithm performs significantly worse (D=0.087) in a
changing environment than in a constant one (D=0.034).
The average accuracy rate of random data selection D=0.074
is better than the SLE, when adaptation to new conditions is
required. The major drawback of the SLE algorithm is
incorrect elimination of old data that may actually be very
important, and that results in decreased overall accuracy.
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This may be seen from the results obtained from the first
luminaire L1 control, where steps starting from 70 represent
network’s decision for the zones with constant lighting
settings (Fig. 9 b). TB algorithm adapts to the changes pretty
quickly and at the same time provides correct decisions in
unchanged lighting zones (Fig. 8 c, Fig. 9 c, Fig. 10 c).
Summing up the results, it can be concluded that an
algorithm based on data similarity threshold is the most
suitable for lighting control in a changing environment.

[6]

[7]

V. CONCLUSIONS
The capabilities of artificial neural network usage for online lighting control according to resident’s behaviour
patterns were explored in this research. Finite data storage
and different approaches for data replacement were
included, allowing to shorten the time for a control decision
to be made and to constrain the size of database storage. An
algorithm based on data similarity threshold (TB) for data
replacement in a neural networks was proposed in this
paper. The aforementioned algorithm was tested and
compared with two other algorithms focusing on entry
replacement based on smallest error (SLE) or at random
(RD). Evaluation of the proposed algorithm was performed
in two scenarios, where stable and changing lighting control
habits are specified. Obtained results show that the
superiority of the proposed algorithm TB can be clearly seen
in situations with changing habits of the resident. If
resident’s habits are constant, the TB algorithm acts
similarly or identically to the SLE algorithm, if the threshold
values are selected properly. The results also show that the
RD algorithm for data replacement is not stable and its
accuracy may be significantly different each time because it
depends on a selected data set for replacement.
The research challenge of finding the best solution for
lighting control in situations with more than one resident
with conflicting habits is planned in future works. We are
also planning to give research directions for the
incorporation of prior knowledge and incremental learning
techniques that can provide a constructive way to identify
the influence of new training data on decisions made by the
system.
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